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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC TION4f-
Psychologists have recognized that the trait of 
ascendance-submission is most important to so01al relationships. 
It has been shown that the trait can be somewhat modified by 
deliberat~ training, at least in the ease of young chlldren 
(17, 36). There Is, however, some reason to believe that the 
trait has some basis In biological pre.dispositlon (4, 24). 
However, no relationship has been established between ascendanoe-
submission and any definite physiological variable. 
But reoent studies, (6, 7, 13) using two independent 
theoretioal rran~works, have agreed that anger and fear are 
physiologioally different. ~be Psycho-Galvanic hesponse has been 
found to be a sensitive index of this physiological difference. 
It was therefore postulated that ascendant persons would 
reaot to a stress situation with an fanger-type t PGR, and sub· 
missive persons would react with a 'fear-type' PGR. No attempt 
*This author wishes to express his gratitude to those 
who made this study possible. Gratitude is expressed to the 
students who served as subjects; and especially to Reverend V. V. 
Herr, S.J., or the Psychology Department or Loyola UniverSity, 
who gave generously of his time and experience. 
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was made to crucially test the theoretical frameworks of the 
physiological studies. 
A new unit of measure for PGR data, oalled Reaction 
Rate Score, was constructed. It was oaloulated to refleot the 
theoretical position of Arnold {6}. and consists of the conduot-
ance change divided by the number ot seoonds .from the beginning 
ot the response to the peak. It was hypothesized that the 
a-ubm1ssives would give a signifioantly higher soore to stress 
than would the asoendants. 
The theoretical framework held by Ax (7) and 
Funkenstein (13) clearly indioates that fear results in larger 
PORs than does anger. It was therefore hypothesized that the 
submissives would give significantly larger PGRs to stress than 
would the asoendants. 
It was asked if ascendants differed trom submissives in 
initial basal oonductance. This was a naive hypothesis, but an 
inevitable one. The basal conductanoe 1s the easiest and most 
obvious unit otmeasure for skin oonductance data. And Woodworth 
and Schlossberg (31) have stated that the basal conductanoe level 
is probably the best single measure of the general level of 
activation ot the organism. Similarly, it was asked if the 
change ot basal level of conductance during stress would be 
different for ascendants than it would be for submlssives. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE 
Problem 
Among the many ways in whioh humans differ is in the 
quality of asoendanoe-submission. Psyohologists ordinarily think 
ot this quality as a sooial one. Allport (4, p,4l0) stated that 
the rationale beh~nd the A-S Reaction Study was that in a social 
situation one person will tend, psychologioally. to dominate the 
other. "As the saying goes, one will be the boot, the other the 
doormat." 
Jack (17) and Page (36) have found that this tendency to 
dominate or submit is a relatively oonstant one, even in four-year 
olds. And, as will be shown later in this ohapter, test/retest 
oorrelations of the A-S Reaotion StudX have shown that this trait 
i8 a relatively oonstant one in adults. 
Now suoh 800ial qualIties are ordinarily thoup.~t of as 
learned modes of adjustment. Both Jack and Page found that 
deliberate ~aining could modify this trait in young children. 
However, there is ~me question as to how much generalization 
takes plaoe in suoh training. In both cases, the quality of 
asoendanoe-submission was measured in a play situation, 'rhe 
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8ubm18~J1ve .children were given eplloial tl"alnlng in play technique., 
and wero subsequently more ascendant in the play situa.tion. llow-
evel'. the ratings of' other day-school teachers did not show that 
they pel'eel vea any oh.ange 1n the aacendance-ln-gener::ll of the 
trained children. 
Despite the fact that tra1n1ng mOdifies the trait" 
$001&1 psychologists havQ 1naiated that thero is SOmB sort 01' a 
biological baai. tor individual ditferences in ascendance. 
AllpQl .. t eta'ted that asoendanee-submission was fJ • ., .in1 tlally 
eoncelvcd aCOOl'tUng to thtt logic of biological adaptation and 
acoulturat1on ••• u (2, p.332). 
He furthel" explained that G.sc3ndanCiB-suom1ss1on, 
whl1$ tested as .. single oontlnuum 1s really two separate 
posit1vetralta. 1&01'1 ot theae traIts i8 d1str'lbuted in a Cul1~urtl 
Qoeo%.'d1ng to the .:r...curve of oonformity) and when jOined, they 
resemble a. 'nol"mal f d1.atl"ibui;ion. l'he central cluster 18 the 
result ot socinl PI't'HH:lI.lX'aS, and the tisll. are the I'E'Hlult ot other 
.fa.ctors, especially "biolog10al pl'$ .. dlspositlon. lt 
Mux'phy, Murphy, a.nd Ne.comb, concluded their dlacU8810n 
of the subjeot by saying. 
t.'hen all this has Dtluan said 1'lowev\'u~. it may be uset'ul 
to think tor a Hloment abou.t eVfu'yday dlfferenoes anyone 
faulil!ar vi tb anImals has a cbanoe to obaerve. As :l.de .trom 
trainlne, great dlrterences in fioroeneas and tendenoy to 
attaok are eVident, not only among different .pecies ot 
animal., or even birds, but also the ditferent :'nemho:r's of 
the S8me species, or even the aame famtly, as broedera ot 
dogs well know ••• 
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~t may not be'too far-fetched here to suggest that if 
such differences exist among large groups of individuals 
of the human family, they may perhaps be related not only 
to culture patterns but also to biochemical and other 
organic differences!.... Individual differences In irri-
tability, amount of activity, the tendency to laugh or 
cry, have been accurately recorded 1n the fil"St 5 weeks ot 
life. In time, we shall be able to relate such constitutio~ 
differences to later 'traits'. (24, pp.4l4 .. 415). 
Now the concept of tbiological pre-disposition' is 
rather vague. !~o relationship has been found between ascendance-
submission and any specitic physiologioal variable. 
But recent studi.es (6, 7, 13), using two independent 
t~().eoretioal frameworks, have agreed that anger and fear are 
physiologically different. Arnold (6) maint$ined that the PGR 
can measure changes in the autonomic nervous system that are 
funotionallz sJ~pathetio or parasJrmpathetlc or both (neuro-
hurnorally defined). Generally, the PGR had been thought of as a 
measure of only sympathetic activity, sinoe the sweat glands are 
enrlervated solely by the sympathetic nervous system (anatomioally 
defined). 
l"urther, she held that anger involves a stlong reaction 
of both the sympathetio'and parasympathetic systems, while fear 
involves a reaotion of the sympathetI0 system alone. Hetalnlng 
the concept of antagonistic aotion, it was argued that the POE 
of an angry person should be !lower than the PGR ot a fearful 
person. ~lUS, a new unit of measurement was computed, the PGR 
lItallc8 mine. 
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response d~vided by the number of seconds tram the beginning to 
the maximum change, called Heaot1on Hate (fiR) scores. 
Both Fun.konstein (13) and Ax (7) have presented impress 
ive evidence showing that fear 1s an adrena11n-like physiological 
reaotion, wbile anger is a combined adrenalin-like and noradren-
alin-like reaction. Funkenstein did not use skin conductance 
changes as one of his measures, but Ax did, and he found that 
fear involves significantly greater conduotance increases than 
does anger. 
The A-S Reaction Studl 
The A-S Reaction Studl (form tor men) was published in 
1928 by Gordon and Floyd Allport (see Appendix I). It measures 
" ••• the tendenoy ot an individual to take the active or the pass-
ive role 1n his daily contaots with his fellows." (5, p. 518). 
Although the scale yields a 'normal' distribution, 
Allport stated that this may be an artifact. "However, conven-
ient it may be to view ascendance and submission as opposite 
poles ot the same continuum, it MUst not be forgotten that com-
bining them is an arbitrary prooedure. Submission is not merely 
the absence of Rscendano8J it is a positive manner of adaptation, 
as positive as 8scendance itselt •••• Putting the two complementary 
modes of adjustment together on a single linear continuum is 
justifled, not beoause they are one and the same common trait" 
but because, from the point ot view of their adaptive significanoe 
they are complementary." (5" P. 525). 
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'larlou8 reliability figures have been reported. At the 
time the scale was first published, Allport (2) reported a reli-
ability coefficient of .737 (N of 727). Broom (10) reported a 
test-retest Eo of .714 (N of 68) after a three week period. 
tmnna (16) reported a test-retest E. of .78 (N ot 50) atter a 
one year interval. Allport (5) bas since stated that several 
unpublished studies in his hands justify a conservative report 
of carl'ected split-half reliability of .85. 
Validity is more of a problem. There is no real 
criterion against which the validity can be adequately measured. 
Allport (2) reported in 1928 that he found an 1: ot .586 (N of 100) 
between soale soores and self ratings. Another!: of .625 (N ot 
381) was £ound between self ratings and scale soores. A third 
gl~oUp of ratings, this time by associates, correlated at .459 
with the scale scores. On the basis of these findings. Allport 
held that the scale is a rough, but basict.lly valid tool. 
Broom (10) correlated each of two groups of scale 
scores with two self l~atings and two ratincs by associates. He 
obtained £8 or .460, .410, .425, .446, .483, .423, .442, and .481. 
The self' ratings correlated with one another at .761. Rntinr;s by 
associates correlated with one anothor at .741. Self ratings 
and ratings by associates correlated at .526 and .622. 'r'hus, 
while Broom did not find a high correlation between the scale 
and the ratings, his criterion was certainly not a uniform one. 
Hence. we do not know if the low correlation was the fault of the 
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.eale or of the criterion. hccogn:1z1ng thIs dlf:t"lculty, Broom 
concluded. " ••• the 0vldenc~ lndicflltes tha.t the 'ValIdity of the 
Allport test 1s probably satisfacto!'y in view of the low reli-
abilIty of the instrument." (10, p. 412). 
In 1939, Allport concludedt 
It. number of studies seem to show thllt a suitable 
.figure to represent the correlations between 
_ .elt rn tlnf~s and the A-S Roa,c,11 ~ Stu.dil, aa wol1 
as betwefm as;,J(HJlates i ratirlf.,:a and the study, 
••• 1s .45. '1.'h6 't"an~e of such studlec 18 con .... 
siderable, i'rom .30 to ."10, dependirlr, no doubt 
upon the inSight and tra!nln,g or th9 ratel'fh 
Sinoe rat1ngs &1'" a notoriously poor E).I'bi tel' of 
valld!ty tor tests of personality, this .figure 
should not iEtstain too mueh weight. Extel'nal 
validation. a more satisfaotory method, 1.8 
indioated in the reports of: investigators who 
have u.~d the scale with selected occupational 
~~oups. (5, p. b21). 
Allport then ahows, on the basis ot jU~"'H)l'al unpublished 
studiOS, that the scale acorea of occupational groups follow the 
lottie&-l expectations baaed on the tdominance statuses t of the 
g.i.'OUpS in evex~yda:;:,' In:ne tic,H:1o. 
Beokman (13} revised the Geale tor industrial '<Ula, 
dropping those i't:.ems which wel's o'bvioualy almed. at a colleSe 
population. He:{ sported that the eVEtI'acO .eale SCOl'as fox' SOll1. 
oocupational ~?~oUPS WGl'e: managers of va:r'lety stores, plus 6.0, 
oi.anB, plus 3.3; and public utility workers, r.rl.nus B.5. 
Achilles and Schultz; (1) found that 55/'"' new insuranoe 
sales·en ave:raiSed sli.;htl.'l nore ascendant than 62 insura .. ce 
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executives.. However, the exeoutives aV61'aeed higher in intell-
igenoe than did the new salesrJen. Since the new men had already 
been hired tor salesmen positions" there was an obvious selective 
factor in the sampline. In the first few months on the job, the 
50 new men with the highest sales averaged 3.4 scale points above 
the 50 new men Vii th the lowest sales. 
Stevens and ~onderlic gave the scale to 201 persons 
who were applying for jobs, with the Household F:tnance Corporation 
and to 141 branch managers. '1"1:16 job applicants averar.ed 10.37 
scale pOints and the branch lnanagers averaged 5.38 senle points. 
The Otis T()st of Mental Ability, Higher Examination, Ftorm A, was 
also gi·,en. We do not know how the job applicants oompared with 
the executives in this case, for the scores of the branch managers 
were not published. However, in the case of the applicants, the 
correlation between the A-S soale ancl the intelligenoe test was 
.30. '1'he 8.uthOl?S conclude: "'The size of the oorrelation ratio 
suggests either that there is a slight over-lap in the abilities 
measured by the two tests, or that more intelligent applicants 
are better' able to figure out which answers to give in order to 
increase the liklihood of employment." (29, p. 224.) Also note 
that this was in 1933. 
It was concluded that the scale is basically valid. 
And that, though the l'eliablli t·y is n01;j all that could be desired, 
it is adequate for our purposes of separating extreme groups. 
The A-S Rf.3a.ctlon Stud"y has been oorrelated with 
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several other measu.res. Bender (9) found no rcationship between 
scale scores and height, weight, intelligence or academic 
standing, in the middle range. The really outstandine students 
tended to be submissive. He obtained a correla.tion of .379 
between the Allport scale and Heidbreder t s test of e.xtroversion-
introversion (N of 345). 
Stagner (28) correlated the Allport scale with the 
N'eymann-Kohlstedt extroversion-introversion scale, and f01.Uld a !: 
of .357 (N of 90). He also found a relationship between submiss 
and neuroticism. Correlating the Allport scale with the Thurstone 
inventory, he obtained an £ of .514 (N of 75). 
Moore and Steele (23) also correlated the AllpOl-at scale 
with Thurstone's inventory. They obtained an £ of .521 (N ot 
'120) • 
Allport (3) objected that submission and neuroticism 
should not be so related. He showed that the two tests have 
several items in common, and that the residual correlation is 
only .25. 
It was concluded that there is a relationship between 
aso&ndance and extroversion, and that the relationship betweon 
submission and neuroticism is still unsettled. For, obviously, 
Thurstone believed the disputed items are relevant to a neurotio-
ism sca.le. If this is the case, there is no justification for 
using a residual correlation as tIle true measure of relationship. 
11 
show that tJ1is is necessarily improper. 
The Psychop;alvanometer 
Ascendance ... submisslon scores were compered with the 
Psycho-Galvanic Hesr)onse to stress. There are two basic tech .. 
niques fOl'" measuring the electro dermal changes; the Fere method 
and the Tarchanoff method. 
The Fere method (1888) consists in passing a wenk 
current through the akin, usunlly the pnlm or fingers, and 
measur ing 1"0 S is tanc e cha.nGes wi th a ga 1 vanome tor. 'rhere are two 
mcaSUl"'es: the basic level of resistance and the momcntar'y changes 
(PGHs, GSfiS). The c;reat bulk of the work has been done with the 
momentary changes. Woodworth (31) has expressed the opinion 
that the basal score deserves in01"O attentlon than it has received 
Since conductance 1s low during sleep, rises upon awakening, 
rises more during effort, and parallels the diurnal tompornture 
changes lit seems to bo one of 01:u:' bos t moaS'l.res of the r::~eneral 
level of activation of the organism. 
The Tarchanoff method (1890) does not involve passing a 
current through the sJdn. The galvanoMAter will still eiva 
moment;ary swings. Jeffres (18) concluded that the ex.osomatic 
and endosomatio measures tu"'e toth dependent on the same basic 
prooess. Howevol', ther-e is still s orne doubt as to the pI'oximate 
cause of the galvanometer deflections. Since the Tarchanoff' 
method does not give the desired basal resistance scores, it was 
not used. 
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~ere is battor agrecmlent concerninG the exosomatic 
phenomenon. As McLeary (22, p. lOn) s ta ted: "'1lying all the pros 
and cons, it certainly sooms likely that the nsn is dependent on 
sweat gland activity. More specifically, the aSH would appoar 
to be the result of some pre-SOC1,€tory change in the sweat glandS: 
Thera has been much concern over the unit of measure-
ment to be used for the paR. Pl"'ior to 1937, resistance char·.ge 
or per cent of resistance c.hanee scores were used. In 19:37 
Darrow (12) showed that if resistance scores are used, disregard ... 
inr: the level of basal reslstance, the oistributiC'n of the scores 
is markE'd1y skewed. Specifically" megnl tude of l-esistance change 
more cloSE'ly approximates a lOGarithmic function of the level of 
basal resistance than it does a linea! function. A simple 
conductance chanCe score, since it is tho simple reclpr·ocal of 
resiste.nce chanr:e , gives almost tb(~ same d:!strirm.tion; i. e., 
markedly skewed. DaI'rov: found that a log conduc tance chanre 
score gives a distribution that j.B mu.ch ('loser to a 'normal t 
distribution. 
Haggard (14, 15) in 1945 and 194'~~ published studies 
indicatinr; that, for simplicity, equal units, a 'normal' distrib .. 
ution, and wide applicabIlity, his unit of measurement is the best 
available. The Hage;a.rd Score is computed by addine: a. (:onstani., to 
the log resistan.oe change SOOl'O, and dividing the sum by the level 
ot basa.l resistanoe. The resultine soores are in decimals, which 
can be multiplied by a constant for convenience in computation. 
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Thus, the f.DI'raula used on the dt.ta. of this study was: 
Se 100 resistanoe ehanr,e • K 
level of basal res is'tan"oe 
Sohlossberg and Stanley (27) found that, on their data, 
simple conduotanoe scores approxima.ted a 'normal t distribution 
olosely enough tor rough purposes. Where assumptions ot 
normality enter into the statistios, they suggest the square root 
of oonductance ohange score. 
Woodworth and Schlossberg (31, p. 140) conolude: 
"Conductanoe would seem adequate tor most purposes, but the 
dquare root conversion might be advisable whenever elaborate 
statistical treatment is based on an assumption of strict normal-
ity of the distribution ot scores." They also point out that 
Haggard's findings indicate that: not the most common scales, 
log conductance proved to be best, but a more complicated trans-
formation was still better." 
While this may seem to be of merely academic interest, 
¥Voodworth(3l) points out that it is the sign of the real maturit 
of a science to ooncern itself with such methodologioal issues. 
It might be appropriate to oomment on the tendenoy of 
some authors to seek the casiest aooeptable transformation for 
their particular data. In the first plaoe, the resulting diver-
sity ot transformations leads to confusion in comparing the resUlla 
of different authors, a.s does the diversity of the designs of 
reoording instruments. This tends to defeat soientifio 
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comnrunicati.on. Secondly, t:10I'e Is !~pt to be much more time lost 
in trying this, tryine that, and finally using an acceptable 
measure than there ",QuId have been in u..si.ng a difficult but 
trustv;crth:r u:nit in tIle first ple.C(oe Thirdl:Yi if a standard unit 
is lddely acceptt~d, economical clethoo.s of computation will be 
developed vel'~' quidly. For example, in the ful:z:sraph Hewsletcer, 
Volume I, Nu~nb~;r 1, published through the Dep&l'tment of Psychiat 
School of :J.ledicine, UEivcrs:tt:/ of V';e.shin:.:;ton, A. F. A;r.. describes 
ef.forts beinz:; made' to use a direct impllt froM a polyg:'aph into a 
11i01 speed compnter'. 
V;1 th thoso considerB.tions in mind, it was decided to 
use the Haggard sc ore, s inc{; it seeUlS to pI'omise the widest 
applicability. Also, Osborn (2::.:.) usinG the senne equipment, some 
of the samo stimulUS words, and similar subjects (male under-
Graduates at Lo;yola C., Chicago) found tr,;,e lIaggaI'd score to be 
8.:.i table, both fOI' stim.uli of high (-i?1otiorlal valuE; ana. for stimuli 
of low ol.':1otional value. 
As was mentioned before, Arnold (6) has hela that anger 
is So response of both s;ympathetic ana parasympathetio nervous 
systems, v/h11c fear is a response of the sympathetic nervous 
system. E.egarding th,e PGL, Lindsley (19, p. 475) has concluded: 
"'ilho evidence Indlcat'3f:! that tl1~?; ncr-~le su.pply is exolusively 
syt'lpathetic, hut the neurohumora.l agenti a .. t the effector is 
acetylcholine rather than an adrenere;ic subs tance ••• » Thus, the 
pan could be functionall either s 
15 
OI' both. ',Ib.ile Darrow (11) ~litlps~)d thi~l as car1y as 1936, 
apparently no exparimonto~,~ ::l~l.S e'Tel' tl'!_od to exploit; this facet 
ot tho PGR. Hetaininz:, til" eoncept of anti'.e;onistio He tion, it was 
PGR to fem' should bo ra;:; tel" thall the pem to 
anee:!'. TllUs, a new unit or l:leaSUl'er:tent" the fleaction Rate score, 
was devised. It consists of thE, maeni tude or the p:m (Haggard 
Score) divided by the nUll1hel' of seconds .from the bes:tnnin:.:.~ of 
the PGR to the pea}t. 
CII1\PTEf: III 
THE EXPEEIMEN'l'AL DESIGN 
The E::{'perimental Problem 
The Experimental Problem was to set up an extremely 
ascendant group of s'lbjects, and an extrEll'i1ely submissive croup 
of subjocts, and to test both 1%'1. the same exporlmental sttuation. 
Since it v;ould be neE.i.rly lrr.possible to test nll of tho subjects 
at once in an 1dentical si tuat:lon, the subjects hAd to be tested. 
individually, doing all that iras possible to fnsl/.re that the 
experimental situation was standardized. 
The experimental situation consisted of two parts: a 
nonrazz situation where POEs to standardized free-association 
words were recorded and used for the forminG of matched Sroups; 
and a razz situ.etlon, the experiment propr.:t', where PGRs to 
%'S,ZZes were recorded. 
Since any knowledge of the proceedinr:s or pur'pose of 
the e::{periment l/ould be likely to influence the behavior of the 
subjects, such knowledge had to be concealed, as far as was 
practicable, from the subjects until after the experlment. 
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The psychocalvanO!l1eter· we.s ba.lanced wi th 8. C .E. La.bor-
e.torics Inc. mirror type D 'Arsol1val galvanome ter, manufe.c tl)red 
at 4:500 ~;oI,th ~;nox Aver.lUe, Chieago --iI, Illinois. It is described 
in their Supplementar'y C J. talog::le P. G-l and P. 0 ... 2 as 11ype 570-
500, with a zero eenter. Internal resistance is 100 OhillS. This 
was critically Clamped with the resistance in the bridz;e circuit. 
'Ille bridge itsolf was 6.esignec after thut described by 
'Woodworth (30) vJlth a possible ::.:·ange from 500 ohms to 55,000 ohms, 
in 500 ohm steps. This is a constant-current design. 
Photographic recording was used. Seconds were indicate 
by a flashing light whose interruptions were produced by a mercur 
switch operated by a syncru'onous motor. Th.e galvanometer light 
was on continuously. Stimuli were indicated by another light 
operated by hand. The electrodes consisted of finger cups filled 
,.'1 th .1 normal saline solution, into which the finger·s of the 
subject and tho brass contacts were sucmerged. This minil1"..1zed 
tho effects of sweating and slight movements, since sweating did 
not nmterially change the volume of sult solution in the cirCUit, 
and since slight finger movements did not break contact VIi th the 
solution in which the fingers were Itr ..mersed. 
(1) 
(2) 
Hypotheses 
That the groups would ditfer in initial basal 
conductance. 
That the groups would differ in per cent drop of 
basal reslst;ance under razz. 
In 
(;3) 'Ihe. t the ... X·oups Vioul(~ (~iffeJ:> in t:laLnit.nde of 
PGRs (Haggard Scores) to razz; pa.rtioularly 
the Inst and ) .o~;1; t;J,l'cntcning razz. 
(4) 'I'hat -tLe groi.11's 'woulc] di.ffcr 5.n E.,v.ctj.O!l r~te 
Scores (HagGard Score divided by the number of 
S "'cono's ''''''0'1 be ':11"\1' ·'1·\··· .. 0"" prr) to "'1 axil"'''''' \ ./-0 \,-;' "J.. J.: J.', g .. " ....... 1 .. , .. · ... t~ .i. ..... .,iJ.'L ~_... d.Y..lH i v 
razz; particularly the last and most threat-
ening 1'8ZZ. 
'rhe In~iepcnllenL Val'inblo was tho dlffc:cenco :'tn the 
Ascendunce-Suomisi::!ion SCOI'CB of t1:;.0 two C!'OUPS, as mons'J"od by 
appro:drrw.tely 120 male u!lciergracl; .. LD..te st, ... dentB :tn clas:i6s In 
il1troduc tOl\{ ps~/cholo6::r. :rhe s tu,J.onts were nO'1; told the quall ty 
being measured, but merely that the dRtp. was !lo(')dea .fOI' e.xper-
imontal ptu:poses. 'rhe tests were scored a.~ld c£lec:..;:e,}, ant] the 20 
must ascendant student:::: and 20 most submissive st:l,.~e::'lts wel~e 
deemod appropriate s;l":J,jects. 
:Chcse students were contacted OJ tiolephone, and asl(ed 
to make un a.ppoint;lcnt for testing, so that the psyc!.LoloS;ica.l 
score could be ch.ecked against a. "physiolOGical ll~':laBu.rem0nt.« 
VJhen thesubjec t nppea:r'ed .. he was aniwd to Vla.;q}: ~lis 
testing was dono. llo wa.s corni'c:r:tably S0Htod, and the gnlv3.nomete 
was applied and a~justed. 
Instri.tctions, and two series of fre<3-as:,;oc:lp.tio:1 Hords, 
consisting of five 'l-my' words and five 'burrer' words pOI' sories, 
te. a-recorder Theta ~ recorder was b 
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to 1nsure & uniformity of presentation, being standardized for 
volume and tone adjustments, and standardizing any mannerisms of 
presentation. 
Free-association words were used, because the first 
series provided a basis for forming matched groups, specifically 
~ 
matched tor each variable in question, except initial basal con-
ductance. And the second ser1es of free-association words, inter 
mixed with experimental razzes, tended to cloud the issue of 
what was expected, and tended to lend authenticity to the razzes. 
The razzes were related to the free-association words, 
so that they seemed like spontaneous comments on the subjects' 
reaotions to the words. For example, shortly atter the tree-
association stimulus 'sweetheart' was given, the experimenter 
said. ·You seem to be getting more d1sturbed and embarrassed •••• " 
Thus, to seem authentiC, the razzes had to be administered by the 
experimenter h1mself ~Bther than a taperecorder. However, the 
razzes were worked out verbatim beforehand, and the experimenter 
spent several hours working out a uniform manner of presentation. 
Depe~dent Variable. 
The Dependent Variables were the initial basal resis-
tances of the two groups, betore any matching was attempted, the 
percent drop ot the basal resistances under razz ot the groups 
wh1ch had been matohed for percent drop ot basal resistances 
during the first series ot tree-association words; the magn1tude 
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ot the PGRs' (Haggard Seores) to razzes, particularly the last 
razz, of the groups which were first matohed on reaction to the 
first series ot words; and the Reaction Rate Scores to razzes, 
especially the last razz, of the groups which had been matched 
for this variable on the first series of words. 
Appropriate 1 test formulas were used to test the sign-
ificance ot the dirtel~ences of the groups. In the case of the 
Ini tial basal resistanoes, which wex'a unmatched, we used the 
formula for independent small samples (20, pp. 56-58). In the 
oase of the other variables, for whioh the groups were matched, 
we used the formula for small matched samples (20, pp. 58-59). 
A record of the introspective reports of the subjects 
was kept, together' with a record ot observable behavior during 
the experiment. These records were of value to the experimenter 
in evaluating group diftel~enoes in reaction to razz. 
Controlled Variables 
Differences 1n the instructions and experimental situa-
tions were minimized by the use or a tape recorder, and pre ... 
planning exactly what would be said when in the razzing. Several 
graduate students served as subjects 1n gett1ng the procedure 
standardized. 
A oritica.lly damped Leeds-Northrop type galvanometer 
was used. This type of closed-bridge oirouit assures that the 
amount of current passing through the subjects is the same regard-
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less ot their basal resistance levels. The galvanometer was 
checked immediately bet ore the data were gathered" and fresh 
batteries were installed, to insure uniform performance. 
The subjects t knowledge was kept to a minimum, since 
they were told nothing oJ.' the purpose of the experiment other 
than that it involved the unnamed psychological f'actor" and an 
unspeci.fied physiological measurelnent. 
Artifacts of' PGR reactivity were eliminated by the use 
of matched-group technique. Constant errors would affect both 
groups in the same way, and would not influence group differences. 
Temperature was held relatively constant, ranging from 
68-73 degrees Fahrenheit. Humidity was relatively low, and since 
salt ... water type electrodes were used" small amounts of sweat 
would not materially • .ffeet the readings. The testing booth had 
a controlled ventilating system, and no windows, so the subjects 
would not be exposed to drafts which might affect PGR readings. 
In seeking introspeotions from the subjeots, the ex-
perimenter was particularly careful not to suggest expected ans-
wers. The subject was first asked, "What was it like while you 
were going through the experiment?". I.f no mention ot the razzes 
was .forthcoming, the further question, "Do you think my comments 
made any di.ff'erenoe'l", was asked. So;netlmel) it was necessary to 
ask the subjeot to elaborate further. Speclf'io questions, such as 
'Was this true?' or 'Did you .feel this way?' were carefully avoid-
ed. Further probing oonsisted of asking the subject to explain 
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further wh~t he had already said. Subjects were asked not to 
discusH tho experiment with fellow students, as the others might 
be used as future subjects. 
Uncontrol~ed Variables 
Although the knowledge of the subjects was held to a 
minimum, there is always the possibility that earlier subjects 
dlsou0sed the experiment in the presence of people who Were later 
used as SUbJects. 
There are always variables arising trom the personal 
lives ot the subjects. It these conditions affected PGR re-
activity, the matched-group technique should have controlled the 
variation suffiCiently. Unique association or previous expertenc 
with razzes could not be foreseen or controlled directly. How-
ever, it was expeoted that such factors would affect both groups 
about equally_ 
Experlme~ta~ Situation 
{On TaRe Record.er) ftThis i8 an experiment on the physiology ot 
feelings. Just sit back, relax, and make yourself oomfortable. 
Atter you are comfortable, please do not move around or fidget. 
Stay relaxed, and in the same position until I tell you you may 
ohange. I am gOing to say some words, one at a time, and all tha 
I want you to do is to say the first word that comes into your 
mind as quiOkly as possible after hearing the word. There are no 
right or wrong answers. Any questions? 
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Since looking at me or t;he machine might distract you, 
please keep your eyes gently closed throughout the rest of the 
experiment. Ready?· 
Horse 
Besk 
Mouse 
!treet 
ON TAPE RECORDER 
White (buffer) 
oPEJ 
NOlie (buffer) 
HOSPITAL 
cloud (buf'fer) 
iRFlST 
Tree (butfer) 
'SI'C'K 
SUbWay{buffer) SEX 
-
(On Tape Recorder} "This next group 01' words wl11 be slightly 
dI.f'.ferent. Just relax and keep your eyes closed like the first 
time, and say the first word that comes into your mind as quickly 
as possIble. This time, however, I will give you special instruc-
tions from time to time. Are there any questIons? Ready?" 
ON TAPE RECORDER 
q.'II 
SPOKI.;N BY EX;I:ERIMENTER 
Flower (buff'er) 
RAZZ #1- ftffinm. See if' you can hide your 
~C~L_OS_E~D __ ~~~ __ ~ _________________ e=m~o~t~lo_n_s~o_9 the next faw." 
C'ountry ( burfer ) 
RAZZ #2 "'" ltUh huh. Your unoonscious emo-
~ tiona seem to be showing up. I 
Wonder what this will show." 
Shoe (buffer) 
RI'ZZl3 • SWEEIJ.'REART 
tll 
Be!l ( bufter J 
ifAn'1I4--
AFRAID 
Chair (burler) 
RI!z Is--
SIN 
"Your mental state should have a 
lot to do with the emotion on 
this one." 
·You seem to be getting more 
disturbed and embarrassed. 'fry 
this one," 
"You don't seem to be able to 
control your emotions very well, 
do lOU? Trx this one." 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
As planned, the Allport A-B Reaotion StudX was adminis-
tered to approximately 120 male undergraduate stu.dents in classes 
in general T)sychology. The 20 most ascendant and 20 most sub-
missive persons were contaoted by telephone, and asked to make 
an appointment for further testing. 
PGR data was actually gathered on 16 submlss1ve subjects 
and 14 ascendant subjects. The A-S Reaction St":l~I acores of the 
submissive group ranged trom ... 16 to .. 31 with a mean ot .. 22.6; 
those of the ascendant group ranged from' 17 to , 36 with a mean 
Of ... 23.0. The ascendant group averaged 21.4 years or age and 
the submissive group averaged 21.5 years ot age. 
The behavior and introspeotions of the ascendants and 
submissives differed in some very interesting ways. One Friday 
eVening, about a p.m., the .:~erlment.r tri3d to contaot the 
prospective subjects by telephone. to arrange apPOintments for 
the following week's testing. It was disoovered that 9 out ot 10 
submis.ive subjects ware at home. while none of the 10 ascendant 
subjeots Were at home. 
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A.lso, at R.azz #5, which stated. 'You can't control your 
emotions very well, can you?', seven of the ascendant subjects 
broke the experimental instructions to maintain silence except 
tor free associations and disagreed with the eXp~rimenter. Three 
of the submissive group broke the exper·imenta.l instructions to 
maintain silence and agreed that they could not control their emo-
tions. None of the asoendant subjects agreed with the experimen-
ter, either during the experiment or in the subsequent introspoc-
tions. None of the submissive group disagreed with the experimen. 
tel' at either time. Appendix II oontains a verbatim transcript 
of these spontaneous statements and 1ntrospections. 
Despite these differenoes, the question still arose as 
to whether a group differonce along the asoenda.noe-submission 
continuum manifested itself in a. testable manner in the ooncrete 
experimental situation. To answer this question, it was decided 
to use 'expert' judges, havinc them decide, on the basis of ver-
batim transcI'ipts of the observations and introspeotions, (see 
Appendix II) which of.' a pa.ir was the 'l~ore a;l.~ressive and v.hlch was 
the more submissive in the oonerete situation. Expert judges 
were defined as persons who had training in psycholol7,Y beyond the 
master's degree. 
The transcript of each subjeot was written on a card. 
and each group was arranged alphabetically. Pairs were formed by 
taking the top card of the ascendant pile and pairing it with the 
top card of the SUbmissive pile, and so on. Of oourse, neither 
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~~a names ~f the subjeots nor their soale scores were on the 
oards that the judges saw. 
The order in which the pairs were presented to each 
judge was determined by drawing numbers out of a hat. Whether. 
of eRoh pair, the asoendant card would be on top or the submissive 
oard \1ould be on top, was determined by the toss of a coin. 
In defining the trait beine judged, the judp:es were 
given a copy of the Allport A-S Reaotion StUGZ (see Appendix I) 
and the rating SY3 tern worl\':od out by Jaok was disoussed. (17). 
Although hel' system vms for children, the judges were asked to 
use psychological insigjlt, in adapting 'l;he method :::'or use TIlth 
oollege stUdents. AL'10ng the items which seemed more or leSE; 
directly applicable were these: for nscendance, criticizing or 
l~epl"oving companion (experimenter) or openl~" showing annoyance; 
:for submission. showing fea.r of compa.nion's (experimenter's) dis-
pleusul'8, showing feax' of physical objocts, or appealinl7 for holp 
The chanc'e hypothesis was, of course, that the judges 
would a.gree with the paper a.nd pencil teG ':- n<'l.l.f o.f tho times and 
would disa.gree half of the times. Since this was the clasaical 
.E. equals one-half and .9.. equals one-half design, with 14 pairs, 
expeoted frequencies were obtained by simply expanding the bino-
ndal to the fourteenth power. Thus, the chances of nine or more 
agreements out of fourteen 1s 3473 out of 16384 times, or 21.20~; 
and the chances of ten 01' more agreements out of .fourteen is 1471 
out of 16384 times, or 8.98%. 
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Sinoe the hypothesis was that a group difference would 
exist in a' specified diraction (one-tailed hypothesis). but not 
that 6ach and every subject must manifest this dit.ference. it was 
not deemed appropriate to hold a judge to an extremely strict 
confidence level. For it would be very possible that a real grou 
difference would manifest itself in only say 12 out of 14 pairs 
in anyone trial. 
Hence, it was decided to hold ~ judse to the a.a~ 
level, speoifying that all of our Judges must fall within this 
level. Thus, using the multiplication theorUfll, the chances that 
three judges would all agree with the test in ten or more out ot 
fourteen pairs would be less than one in one thousand (.00073). 
Judge #1 agreed with the scale in 11 out of 14 cases, 
disagreeing on pairs 5. 9, and 12. Judge #2 agreed with the soal 
in 11 out ot 14 cases, disagreeing on pair's 5, 9, and 12. Judge 
#3 the most eX;H:~r16nced clinician, agreed with the seale in 13 ou 
of 14 cases, disagreeing on pair 5. 
Thus, it can be held at the .000'13 level that a real 
group difference in tendency towards aggression or tendency to-
wards submission manifested itself in the concrete experimental 
situation in agreement with predictions based on the A ... S ReactioQ 
Study. 
One of the subjects was dropped before any attempt was 
made to analyze the PGR data. Despite a high basal resistance, 
he gave verI small PGRs. The experimenter was of the opinion 
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that the subject was not C:1ving his .attention to the experiment. 
When the sUbject was questioned" he reported thut he had found 
it difficult to ooncentrate on the experiment. So there was 29 
fl~ceptable subjects" 15 subm.issives and 14 ascendants. 
Inspecting the PGR data, it was found that ohms change 
scores were not independent of levol of basal resistance. Figure 
1 shows that the rela.tionship approximates a logarithmic curve. 
An independent measure would give approximately the same average 
PGR at all levels of resistance. Also" as can be readily seen 
in Figure 2, the ohms change soores were not normally distributed1 
~ 
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F~gure 3 shows that there is no consistent relationship 
between the Magnitude of the Haggal'd Scores obtained and the 
levels of basal resistance. Figure 4: shows that the Haggard 
Score un! ts approximate ·the normal distribution. 
PI'lor to any attem.pt at forming matched groups, hypo ... 
thesis #1 waa tested, namely that the groups would dl.f:t"el' in 
initial basal resistance. The aV6rage basal resistance ()f' the 
ascendants v,'as 24,700 ohms; S.D. 20,900. The average basal re ... 
sistance of the submisslves was 21,900 ohms; S.D. 19,,600.. Using 
the f'ornm1a of the!. - test for small uncorrelated groups given 
by Lindqnist (20, p. 5 r7), a ! ot 1.11 (d.t. 15 and 1:5) was 
obtained. This great f'. difference between means could thElJ'efore 
Ilttppen (.>ver 20 times out of 100 by C:1s,nce alone. The chanoe 
hypothesis, was "tiherafore not rejeoted there being no evidence 
indioating a real difference in the initial basal reaistanc6s. 
The va.riance ratio of 2.16 (d.l". 13 and 15) could be expected by 
chance alone to occur from 5 to 10 times out of 100 samples. 
To test hypothesis #2, the. t the two groups would dif:eer 
in per oent drop of basal resis t(ll1oe under razz, 13 pa.1l"s were 
dl'awn from the du ta pool that m.a tcned in per cent drop of basal 
dUl:'ing the first group of words. The average drop of the basal 
resistance level being 10.7 % 1n both groups. The S. D. of the 
ascendant gl'oup was 4.3 and of 'che 3ubmisslvG r~r'oup vms 5.1. The 
variance ratio of 1.43 (d.f. 12 and 12) could 
times out of 100 by chance. 
happen over 2,0 
(v~ I~-' 
\", UilIVER!::,17Y 
'~ L ';: ~.,{ 
Un4eJl' M'n~, the av~r8ee drop In basal re~i8t~nce of 
the &UJCHllndant group 911.$5.46 ;1, and of t.",""e Sttb:n1ssi va ::-;roup waa 
5.07 %_ Usln[:l" Llndqu1et' s for' (l.ll ~ for te~tin~! the sl {.nif'ic;1.noe 
of the differenoe Co.!' means of ~mo.ll related v'oups (20, PP. sa. 
59), a 1 of 1.:50 (d.f. 12) WIlU! obtn.1.ned. SinGe this co-u.ld t)OCllr 
over 20 times out of. lOt) b;'t eha~1.ee .. th~ chanoe hY:'H,t'''103i3 WAS 
held. 
!he S. D. o.f' the :rGsl1Jt~;m.c6 drop under raz:?; was 2.!)3~ 
forth. ascendants and 2.09 fO!~ the submig~:tve8. The varlnnee 
r~tl0 of 1.96 (d.!". 12 an(1 11=!) could be eX"0ot~d ov~r 10 timos 
cu.t 'Ot 100 'by chance. ThIS, the ohance hypotl:lEHd~ waa also held 
in re~ard to the variance dlffapenea. 
1'0 teR'!; hypothesis #3, that,; tho ;~.I·OU~;JS would differ 
:tn the t'lY.lfsnltuc1o o'f Har~gard SooJles to rtuu:. )artlcule.pl;r the last 
razz, ma tohlad f?),*O:'l.pfil w~re a.gain draY.ln fl~OO the dt.\ta :>001. Using 
.Ha(J;g~l1"d Scores to the first :::'1'OU1' <:;)f vlords ~s the basts of 
t"W.tCl'-.1nS, 14 pairs o:t~;ubjeeta WE're obta:tned. The a"t,,:,>:'!"ar;c 
Han~t.u~d Score or. tho asofmdant:] was 481 and thr~ t or tho sub-
rlilH41v~s V/tlS 4?R. Usinc L1ndq'ulst's for:"ul€1 tot- Bl1w.ll unoor-
rolataQ [TOUPS (gO, p. 5?), e t of 0.0\) (d.:r. 26) r:au obtaIned. 
Since the slipht dltfnrt'mofl in the averar:e sooros of the subjects 
could happen b:r ellf1tno£' OV01' 40 tl mes in lO~, the groups were 
oonsidered to bavc no s1.pnltlcnnt dlrferen()~~ in !"1t'lltl.8. The S. D. 
of the asoendant f,:roup was 167 and that ot the t.H.lbr.d.sslve group 
was 121. ttl. variance 1"at10 of 1.91 (d.r. 13 and 13) could be 
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over 10 times out of 100 by chance; the groups were therefore 
considered to have no sir~nlflcant difference in va.riance. 
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Til. Bl IE 1 
DIF'FhI:;,:NC:;:':;S r" i~ llA, .. lGARD SCOHES O.F' 
ASCE:"NDANT AND SUBjViI0 srV"ti: SUBJECTS 
. = I :I == "Me-:'n •• I : ~I = Mean I I 
Stimulus Ascendants SUbmissive. Difference t* 
-
Matching 
Words 481 4'16 5 O.09~H~· 
2nd Group 
ot Word. 426 404 22 0.61 
All 
Razzes 365 3""14 9 0.20 
Razz #1 393 396 3 0.09 
Closed SOD 400 20 0.31 
Hazz #2 373 3'1'7 4 0.013 
God 466 419 47 0.37 
Razz #3 365 33'7 2f: 0.59 
Sweet-
heart 489 436 53 1,.04 
Razz #4 352 332 20 0.33 
Afraid 349 355 6 0.30 
Razz #5 344 432 8S 0.41 
Sin 444 40a 36 0.77 
*Llndqulst, formula to test tho significance of a 
difference in the means of related measures. (20, pp. 58-59) 
~~~L1ndqu1st, formula to test the significance ot a 
difference in the means of small groups, (20, p. 57), This 
formula was used in the matching ot the groups. 
2-
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.32 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
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For complete listing of mean Haggard Soore reactions, 
and t test results, see Table 1. Using the .formula for the t 
- -
test of the significance of a difference in the means of related 
measures, as given by Lindquist (20, pp. 58-59), it was found 
that the chance hypotheais could not be rejeoted in any instance. 
Failure to get results similar to Axta (7) can be ex-
plained on two bases. In the first place, a study of Axts deaign 
shows that the subjects were very angry and very fearful. or all 
the experiments on emotion, Ax was outstandingly successtul in 
this respect. The emotion ovoked was genuine and strong. Per-
haps this experiment did not yield the same results because it 
tailed to threaten the subjects to a sut.ficient extent. Secondly, 
Ax prolonged bis stimuli over much longer periods ot time. Per-
haps the stimuli used in this experiment were o.f too short a 
duration. A di.ft.renoe in endocrine reaction would logically take 
some time to manitest itself in a PGR differenoe. None of' the--
responses in this ex.perlment las ted longer than fifteen seconds. 
In testing hypothesiS #4, that the ~oups would differ 
in Reaction Rate Scores (Haggard Scores divided by the number ot 
seoonds trom the beginning of PGR to maximum), matched groups 
were again on the basis of reactions to our first f~OUP ot 
stimulus words. Using 13 pairs of subjects, the average Reaction 
Rate Score ot the ascendants to the matching words was 101, and 
that o.f the 8ubnU.cisives was also 101. The S. D. of' the ascendants 
was 48, and that o.f the submlss1ves was 44. The variance ratio 01 
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1.19 (d.f. 12 and 12) could be expected over 20 times out of 100 
by chance. It was therefore concluded that the groups were 
matched. having no significant differenoes in means or in vari ... 
anoes. 
As shown in Table 2, the ascendants and submissive. dId 
not differ significantly in mean Reaction Rate Score to any 01' the 
stimuli except the last razz. To the last razz, the ascendants 
gave a mean R~action Rate Soore of 48, and the submlssives gave a 
mean of 78. Using the for~l1ula for the! test of the significance 
ot a dirference in means of related measures, as given by Lind-
quist (20, pp. 58-59), a t of 2.76 was obtained (d.f. 12). Thus, 
-
this large a difference in means could be expected lees than 2 
times out of 100 by chance, and the chance hypothesis could be 
rejectftd. As stated in the hypothesil'l, th.e last razz was designed 
to be the most tb..1"eatening, and a real differenoe 1s held to exist 
in the mean Reaction ~ate Seores of the two groups. 
: ; 
Stimulus 
Matohing 
Words 
2nd Group 
of Words 
All 
Razze. 
Average 
Razz III 
Olosed 
Razz #2 
God 
Razz #3 
Sweetheart 
Razz #4 
Afraid 
Razz #5 
Sin 
TABLE 2 
DIFF'ERENCES IN HA'.r·~; OP Ri':AC'rrON SCORES OF 
ASCbNDANT AND SUB.1IJi:I~,:SIVE SUBJECTS 
; : 
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Mean 
Asoendants 
lean ; 
Submissive. Difference 1* RL 
101 
a8 
60 
56 
81 
65 
104 
66 
95 
63 
78 
48 
80 
101 
92 
66 
62 
81 
60 
110 
62 
99 
65 
79 
78 
S8 
o 
6 
6 
o 
5 
6 
4: 
4: 
2 
1 
30 
8 
0.52 .40 
0.71 .40 
.40 
0.43 .40 
0.29 .40 
0.25 .40 
0.15 .40 
0.09 .40 
.018 
.40 
t"'Ising i'ormuJ.a to test the' signlt'ioance of a differenoe 
in the means of related measures, using small samples, as given 
by Lindquist. (20# pp. 58 .... 59). 
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Alao. a8 1s apparent from Figure 5. this statistically 
s1gnificant dH'ference does not Nault from one of the groups 
remaining constant while the other ohanges. Ra1Jher, both groupa 
change in Reaotion Rate Scores, but ohange 1n 0i2~81~~ directions. 
The submissive. inorease their Reaotion Soor-ea, while the 
8.sceool:tnta deoloefise in th.is measure. 
--------~ .. 
Since this difference in Reaotion Rate Scores in this 
instance indioates that there ia some. relationship between the 
latlonshlp. leima. a ph.i coofr:tcl"nt~ Wo,s com'pu.~~ed. It was round 
tha.t 11 or t.ho submissive scores woro above the combined mean 
scoros lIer(~ a~)ove the oonJoined mea.n end 11 wore: below tne oombined 
moan. TllUS, a phi coer:rtcLJut of .69 was fou:rld. Th.ls 1s signi-
ftoant at the .001 level or confidence. (:; of 2(;; 1 d.r.). 
In tho 'I wonder what would happen' spirit. the vari-
ance ratios or line two groups wore 00111putod ror- each stimulus. 
using both Haggard Soores and Reaction Rate Scores. Table J 
lists the variance ratios of Ha08ard Scores. and Table 4 lists t 
varianoe ratios ot H€Hilot;ion Rato Soor08. 
It 1s to be noted. that tho variance ra!~ios are signifi-
cant within the .05 level in the Haggard Scores to the words 
'sweetheart' and tsin'. the asoendants being more variable in 
both oaS6S. Haggard Score variance rAtios are not signifioant 
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within the .05 level to any other stimuli.. The hypothesis holds 
no explanation for tbls phenomenon. 
The variance ratios of the Reaction Rate Scores are 
sig~ifieant within the .05 level in the casss of responses to: 
razz 11, razz #4:J razz #5, and the avera,,:e ot' all razzes.. The 
ascendants aI'S the more variable in all these cases. 
Stimuli 
Matching 
Second 
Group of 
Words 
All Razzes 
Razz 11 
Olosed 
Razz #2 
God 
Razz #3 
SWeetheart 
Razz 14 
Afraid 
Razz 1/5 
Sin 
TABLE :5 
VARIANCES OF ASC~J'iDANTS f AND SUBMI~)SIVES t 
HAGGARD SO ORES * 
: f i; d ; : 
A.acendants Submissives 
27 845 14 541 1.91· 
2550S 13 458 1.89 
26 170 12 183 2.15 
15 233 15 233 1.07 
44 685 30 069 1.49 
23 682 24 091 1.02 
30 573 13 595 2.25 
28 435 19 822 1.43 
41 919 15 995 2.62 
51 570 22 637 2.28 
25 514 25 502 1.00 
58 604 24 126 2.43 
36 972 13 999 2.64 
oN of 14 and 14, dt of 13 and 13 
",Using the F Ratio as used by LIndquist 
66) • 
43 
.; ! 
.144 
.147 
.10 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.091 
.20 
.049 
.OS8 
.20 
.074 
.049 
(20, pp. 60-
Stimulus 
Matching 
2nd Group 
of Words 
All Razzes 
Razz #1 
Closed 
Razz /12 
God 
Razz #3 
Sweetheart 
Razz #4 
Afraid 
Razz #5 
Sin 
, . 
TABLE 4: 
VARIANCJi:S OF ASC!~,NDANTS t AND SijBMIS~)1VES' 
HA'!'}}; OF' REACTION SCORES* 
Variance 
Asoendants Subm1ss1ves Ratio8** 
2305 1932 1.19 
1667 920 1.81 
1041 279 3."'3 
2861 52:5 5.47 
3690 1536 2.40 
1104 702 1.57 
2311 1728 1.34 
1901 1761 1.08 
8881 1785 1.61 
2507 912 2.75 
1366 1383 1.01 
1807 517 3.50 
2098 867 2.42 
*N of' 13 and 13; df of 12 and 12. 
44 
.20 
.152 
.017 
.004 
.077 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.047 
.20 
.022 
.075 
**Using the F ratio as 
50-66). 
used by Lindquist (20, pp. 
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Sinee specific variance differences were not 
hypothesized, these 'significant' variance ratios are to be 
viewed wi th caution. Since figuI'es this large can be expected 
five times out or one hundred by ohanoe v,lone, and since ovel' 
twenty five of these ratios were computed, the chanoe that one or 
the ratios would be t:!:lis large is over one in tour. 
In personal oommunication, Arnold has e"Cpressed 
the opinion that these varianoe differences a.re compatible with a 
theoretioal fl"amework ot a dual system l'esponse versus a single 
system response. And since the asoendants were always the more 
variable in the cases of the signifioant differenoes, these re-
sults would appear to be compatible with both of the physiologioal 
theories. 
'!'hus, while the varianoe differenoes are to be 
viewed with caution, they are suggestive. Perhaps hypothesis 
based d1r~otly on varianoe differenoes would be frui tfu.l. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
Soclal psychologists have insisted that asoendance-
submission differences in humans have Bome basis in bi0logical 
differences, However, these 'biological pre-dispositions' have 
always been defined in the most vague terms. 
But, psychologists have reoently learned to distinguish 
tear and anger physiologically_ Arnold (6) worked out a theo-
retical tramework within whioh this is one in terms ot neuro-
humoral functiona, fear being a sympathetic response and anger 
being a response of both sympathetic and parasympathetic systems. 
Funkenstein (13) worked out an endocrine difference, fear being 
an adrenalln-like response, and anger being a combined adrene.lin-
like and nor-adrenalin-llke response. Ax (7) has confirmed the 
latter experimentally, using, among others, GSR measures.. He 
found muoh larger GSHs to tear than to anger. 
It seemed likely that asCenda?t persons would respond tc 
a stress situation with a characteristlc agresslveness whioh woul4 
on a physiological level, be an 'anger-type f or response. Sub-
missive persons, on the other hand, would respond with a char-
aoteristic tlmidity whlch would. on the phYSiological level, be a 
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ttear-type'. response. 
Thus, a group of highly ascendant persons. and a group 
ot highly submissive persons, as measured by the Allport ~ 
Reaction stgdZ, were m.B.'i:;ched on PGR reactivity. They were then 
submitted to the same experimental stress, and group differences 
in PGR responses were analyzed. 
Working from the findings of Ax, it was hypothesized 
that the submissive persons would give larger PGRa (Hap;gard 
Scores.). Work1ng trom Arnold's theory, an appropriate unit ot 
measurement had to be devised. Since she holds that anger is a 
response or both sympathetic and paraSJmPathetic systems, while 
fear is a response ot the sympathetio system, it was argued that 
the sympathetio response would be faster than the combined rea-
ponse ot the two antagonistio systems. Aocordingly, the Reaction 
Rate Score was deVised, consisting of the magnitude of response 
(Haggard Score) divided by the number of seconds from the beginn-
ing of the response to the peak. 1~us, it was hypothesised that 
the submissive persons would give larger Reaetion Rate Soores to 
stress than would the asoendant persons. 
~e principle of parsimony seemed to demand an examina-
tion of the more naive hypothesis that 'che groups would differ in 
lnitial basal resistanoe. Similarly. it was hypothesized that 
the groups would differ in change of basal resistance during 
stress. 
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The question arose as to whether the group differences 
on the paper and pencil test actuall,. manifested themselves in 
the concrete experimental situation. Psyohologists were shown 
verbatim transcripts ot the observations and introspections re-
corded during the experiment (see Appendix II). They were a~ked 
to differentiate the subjects on an agression-submission conM 
tinuum. They agreed with the predictions based on the ~ 
Re~otlon Studl to an extent that could be expected less than one 
time in a thousand by chance. 
The hypotheses of ~roun differences in initial basal 
conductance and in change ot basal oonduotance were tested, and 
the chance hypothesis was retained 1n both cases. The hypothesis 
that the groups would differ 1n magnitude of Haggard Scores to 
stress was tested~ and the chance hypothesis was retained. Al-
though there was a group dl.t.ferenoe~ and in the specified direc-
tion, the varianoes were of such a magnitude that the difference 
was not statistically signIficant. 
Failure to get Ax's results could be explained on two 
bases# (1) this experiment did not evoke nearly as strong an emo-
tional response in the subjects as did Ax's experiment, and per-
haps the response must be 01' a certain strength betore the 
difference occursJ and (2) perhaps the response was cut off be-
cause the stresses were not of sutficient duration to perm~t 
momentary PORs to refleot differences in endocrine secretion. 
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The hypothesis tha* the groups would differ in Reaction 
Rate Scores to stress was then testad. They did so only in the 
case of the most three. tening of the s1 tua tio!uJ. This difference 
in means was statistically significant at the .018 level ot 
confidence. The phi coef'fieient betvwen the two Measures was 
.69 .. and was significant at the .001 level of oonfidence. 
Then, in the 'I wonder what would ha.:9pell' framework, 
variance ratios were computed tOl" the two groups on all Rtimull, 
for each unit of !;leasure. In the case of the Haggard ~oores, the 
ascendants W>3r-e significantly more variable 1.n their ra~H)OnSeS to 
che free-association words 'sweetheart' and tsln.'. The hypotheses 
sup plied no theoretical fra.:nework wi thin Which to explnin these 
differences. 
In the case of the Reaction Rate scores, the asoendants 
War'e sig.Tl1flcantly more variable in their respon3es to th.ree of 
the stress situations and in the average of the responaea to a.ll 
of the stresses. 
In personal eommtmioation. Arnold has ex?reased the 
opinion that these variance dlrfe~ence8 are oompatible with a 
theoretical f~ram.ework of a dua.l system response versus a single 
system response. In all the significant variance differenoes, 
for both measures, it was the ascendants who were the more 
variable. 
It was ooncluded that Reaction Rate responses to stress 
8eem to be a function of aaeendanee-submission, provided the 
50 
stress is of a certain ;ninimu.n1 magnitude. And while the variance 
differences WHro cO'!'!lpatible with the theol'stice.l frarnevlorks 
used, they are to be viewed as sugges tions fOJ;" further research 
rather than as established relationships. 
.) 
"'. 
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APPRNDIX I 
COpy OF "A-S REACTION STUDYU 
j. 
i 
I. 
I 
APPENDIX II 
SUBMISSlVES 
At razz No. 5t S broke exper1~ 
mental instruotions to malnbdn 
silence except tor tree aaaoc-
iatioDa. and saldl 61 know I 
can't oontrol my emotions." 
During introspectIon period, 
S 8tated: "I wasntt reall! 
nervoua. because I knew 1 
was Just an experiment." 
Pall' 1 
During introspeotion period, 
S stated: ttl was nervous-
anno\1S· .... remarks made me 
wonder"Wha t waa eom1ng next ... 
made me more unoertain and 
an~<i OU8 • tt 
Pab' 2 
At ra!'tS NQ. 5, S broke the 
experimental instructions to 
maintain silence exoept tar 
lPe. assooiations, and said: 
"That's true, I canit control 
'f'ffY' emotions. 
During introspeotion period, 
S atatedt ttl 40 have trouble 
oontrolling my emotiona, I 
get nervoUSi I _ .. nIt really 
anxious, but ! waa nel'VOUB. 
I knew the comments must be 
part of the experiment. I 
[-ot more nOl'vons th.an before, 
though. =(ept g~t:J ng tense. 
Pair 3 
ASCENDANTS 
At razz No.5, S broke experlme~ 
instructions to maintain sllenoe 
except tor tree associations, and 
stated. "I never bad any trouble 
oontrolling rq 8110-:;1008." 
During introspection per!od, S 
stated that he wa. uncomfortable 
"I 11ke to be on the move.· Alao, 
"Comments tended to make me jU8t 
a little bit peeved." 
Pair 1 
During introspection period, S 
stated: "I wondered what waa oom-
ing next. The comments made me 
go on the detensive, r.1&de me sort 
of peeved." 
Pail" a 
During introspection p.rlod~ S 
stated: "I tried to 8.7 the first 
word that oame Into M7 mind. I 
waenft nervous, tried to relax. 
I expected something tricky. The 
comments made me a little more 
exoited, kept looking tor tricks.-
Pair 3 
During 1nt~o8p&otion period, S 
stated: "I was worried about 
w11a t was happening-was nervous. 
Couldn't relax. I closed my 
eyes, but it made it worse. The 
comments made me laugh to my-
self. Made me more nervous. 
Fair 4 
During introspection period, S 
reported: "In the second part, 
I thought the remarks were to 
get me excited. The first one 
or two got a rise, and then 
when I heard the words I wa, 
supposed to get excited about, 
I thought there was something 
wrong. Was afraid ot the 
electricity, but the eo1'11t'nGnts 
were just part ot the test.-
Pair 5 
During the introspection period 
S said: "I was nervous, kept 
trying to think wha"c you \lould 
say next, was very nervoua." 
Pair 6 
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During introspeotion period~ S 
stated: "I felt like I should 
have been more comfortable. 'l'b.$ 
time between words seemed long, 
and I built up tension while 
waiting. I don't think the 
comments made any d1fference. 
Pair 4 
At razz No.5, S broke experi-
mental instruotions to maintain 
silence exeept tor tree a4SOO'" 
iations, and said: "That is not 
true." 
During introspection period, S 
said: HI was very nervous, 
didn't think the comments were justified-got a little peeved." 
Pair 5 
During introspection period, S 
reported: "I dIdn't take the 
comments seriously. I knew it ~ 
was all part ot the exper1ment.~ 
Pair 6 ~ ______________ ' _____ '_.l _____________ '_._'_' __ ~~ ___________________________ ~ 
DurlnS introspection period, S 
said: "After eaoh question, I 
kept wondering if I gave the 
right answer. I was tense, and 
the comments made me slightly 
more tense. ! .as apprehensivel 
Pair 7 
During introspection period, S 
8ald: I felt nervous. Kept want-
ing to take a deep breath. 
Comments made me more nervous-
got all tensed up." 
Pair 8 
~arln~introspectlon period, S 
sald I had no partloular t.el-
ings during the experiment. I 
didn~"t kno" how long it would 
take, and I was in a hurry to 
get out." 
Pair 7 
At razz No.5, S broke experi-
mental lnatruotJ.ona to maintain 
s11ence except for free aasoc-
iations. and said: "Bah." 
During introspection period, S 
said: HI was a little nervous. 
Is this all? I want to get going. 
I have some things to do." 
Fair a 
During introspection period, S 
said: "I telt as though I was 
taking some little test- I was 
trying to do a good job, and I 
wanted to relax. Made me just 
a li_tle tense-always am in an 
exam. I always tee1 I bave to 
make good or---Dontt think the 
oomments made me very much more 
anxious." 
Pall' 9 
During introspection period, S 
said: "1 tried not to be nervous, 
but I am nervous. I tried to 
keep my mind blank, but I kept 
thinking back over the words, 
wondering why some of them came 
out. The comments made m6 more 
nervous. Vihen you said 'Try 
not to be emotional; it put 
the idea ot emotions into my 
mind, and made me more tense." 
Pair 10 
DUring Introspection period; 
S said: "I Celt sort of on 
the spot. Cou1dntt relax 
Was c~ious sometimes about 
what the next word .ou~d be. 
The comments made me feel 
more on the spot than ever. 
Felt that I ml~t say some-
thing foolish. 
Pall' 11 
57 
At razz I 5, S broke experi-
mental instructions to maintain 
silence exoept tor tre. associa 
tions, and said, nHow do you . 
know that?" 
During introspection period, S 
said: "I was not very nervous. 
I don't think the comments 
effected my reaotions at all." 
Pair 9 
During introspection perloa. S 
said: I was tense durIng the 
first part. The comments 
seemed to relax me. When some-
thing was said, it broke the 
routine, was relaxing." 
Pair 10 
At razz # 5, S broke experI. 
mental instructions to rnalntain 
silenoe except for fre. associa-
tions, and laughed. 
During introspection period, S 
reported~ "I kept tr.e aS800ia-
ting between words. wondered w1W 
I got the words I 41d. oomments 
built up expectanoy, but didn't 
make me "1l •• VO\lIt or anything. 
Pail." 11 
Durlnf~ introspection period, 8 
said: tt I was nervoua It CQ1Ur>1en,ts 
didn't st!tem to ;~'ake much diff$r-
enCe in the way that I felt. 
wAlj'be I was a 11 ttle more 
nervous. The word 'God t com .... 
pletely threw me. After that 
one I was more nervous. Kept 
wonderin~ llhat the next word 
"'" would be. 
At razz'J S, § 'broke the-' . 
exp~'ri_ntal instructions to 
maintain silenoe except ~Ol' 
free associations a,nd saids-
~Nol I cantt control them 
'Very well. it 
During the introspection 
period, S said: "1 was 
appx·bhens :t:ve. Though.t you 
were t:t"::rln;;>~ to see how you 
oould etreat me when 10u 
fade those statements. I' 
Sid e.r1'oct .me-made me all t!ltl 
ITlOre apprahensI "Ito It n 
Pall'- 13 
J" &. i 
«::::::::'1"' r· l!' 'Y" • • • '~'.:<" , • Vl.U"l.nE; . nl.iY."ospectJ.on ·'·,erloo$· i) 
sa.ld t "Soma 01' the words I had 
to think abO"..lt. Was nervous. !J:'UI 
first COl.llnent mderne }'!lore 
an;dous than 00£01"6. JtUlt the 
firs tone thOUi:'7l. Then I waa just like before-jult Q little 
nervous. The one about emotion-
al control fMd~ 1'!lO !!lore nervous, 
too." 
Pair 14 
58 
During introspeQtlon period,. S 
said: nCO;'l"ments didn't alwa.ys 
bother me, but sometimes they 
did. I wondered it they 'W$r. 
tllUe. I would tend to question 
the statement that I hav¢, no 
emotional control." 
Pa1r 12 
It ~az 'II '5';' *S broke -exr::er1"': .... 
mental instructIons to lnalntaln 
silenee except ro~ free as~oo1. 
tiona, nnd said. -7hat's not 
t:rue. 
D\u"1ng lntrospectlon period, S 
aaid, "I thout<.,;b.t of my i'aru11y, 
the death 01.' rfl:y rather, and 
oountry 11te. I was a little 
nervous. The OOMl'l1011t about 
emot1onnl control got me arulo7-
od ,Mildly poeved." 
Pail' 13 
I5i:i'r!np~' -IntrospectIon perIOd; s·· 
saic:h "In the bet;1nn1ng. I was 
sort ot nervous. At the end, 
I :;;:"'elt 23 if I lieu! walking on 
nil" • W ondGred vh. t WlUt ;-:fling 
to be snid that I would have to 
oontrol ::1,"1 emotions ahout. I 
kept 'fJonde:rlng what was 'oi.ng; 
to oome next." 
Pair 14 
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